About Tim Sheerman-chase
Tim is a local resident and has been
an active campaigner in Fratton for the
last few years. He is proud to be part of
such a welcoming community. Tim works
as a software contractor and Artificial
Intelligence specialist, which requires
detailed research and complex problem
solving skills.
After seeing worrying signs of environmental and social
breakdown, Tim decided to get involved in politics and local
campaigns. His understanding of evidence-based policy, as
seen through his work with #LetPompeyBreathe, is needed to
ensure the Council works in the best interests of its residents.

Portsmouth city council needs a change
Portsmouth City Council is currently a minority Lib Dem
administration, supported by Labour. Before 2018, we had four years
of minority Conservative control. But what real difference have
we seen over the last 8 years? Under both the Lib Dems and the
Conservatives we have seen damaging cuts to bus routes, a road
capacity upgrade scheme that increases pollution and cuts to public
services such as the advice service Off The Record. In addition, there
has been no serious action on air pollution in the city, which is now a
public health emergency.
With both political parties failing to take action, we need an
independent voice on the Council that can hold them to account
and push for greater commitment to improve Portsmouth.

The most
l i k e d pa r t y
A new YouGov survey shows that the Greens are the
most well-regarded political party, with 41% of people
holding a favourable view - well ahead of Labour, Lib
Dems and Conservatives.
The Green Party are the only party with more
favourable than unfavourable views.

from a you gov survey reported in the media in december 2018
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latest results from our survey in fratton
Voter responses indicating definitely or possibly voting for party X,
based on 226 households surveyed Jan/Feb 2019.
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“Great News that Portsmouth City Council has declared a
climate emergency. The target to be zero carbon by 2030
is very ambitious. We now need strong measures towards
achieving it. This will also be a big change to people’s travel
habits and will hopefully improve everyone’s health due to
better air quality. Central government will have to take the
issue seriously and provide funds for the radical change we
need.”
For more information search LETPOMPEYBREATHE

yo u d e c i d e
1. If you are looking for a change from ‘business as usual’,

Tim can hold the council to account and ensure that they
don’t become complacent.

2. Tim will not put party politics before the interests of the city.
3. Tim wil continue to press for reducing the number of
premature deaths in the city caused by air pollution.

The answer is clear, a vote for Tim Sheerman-Chase is the only
way to get a more independent voice on the Council.
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Tim sheerman-chase : actions speak louder than words
Tim has reminded
the council about the
collection of small
electrical items that
need to be collected
from flats.

Tim is glad to see
more opportunities
for recycling, but
he continues to put
pressure on the council
to provide additional
and more accessible
points.

Tim set up a petition
to the local council
about the very poor
air quality in the area.
This brought about a
full council meeting to
review this issue.
Tim regularly checks
the air quality
monitoring in the
local area.

Tim would work
towards park and ride
extension for match
days transport.

Tim has been
campaigning for years
to reduce air pollution
in Fratton.

Tim was a steward
at the festival of
lights in Fratton.

Photo credit to Fiona Callingham

Tim supported the
Climate Emergency
motion last month.

Tim has been out in all
weathers (even in the
snow!) talking to local
residents about issues
that concern them.

Tim is keen to make
it easier and safer for
residents to cycle.

Tim is concerned about
anti-social behaviour
and has made
connections with the
local police.

Delivering a regular Green
View newsletter all the year.

Listening to residents
is a top priority for Tim.

Tim is encouraged
by the Fratton road
festival and hopes to
bring about a greater
community spirit in
Fratton with more of
the same.

Tim encourages and
supports community
engagement.
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Vote Tim Sheerman-chase for a hardworking, stronger voice

